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Editorial Comment
HERE is some satisfaction in having at last launched

this Annual. It has been lurking around for some
years, but nobody would take the poor thing seriously.

Even now the satisfaction is mainly on account of

bringing it into life, and not with its quality. Appar-
ently nobody wanted it too much and it became like

a foundling left on a doorstep—or to improve the

simile The Masquerade and the Magazine were treated

like a pair of puppies and the committee voted on "which
shall we drown" ! The one that was voted "thumbs up" turned out a pretty,

colorful thoroughbred—the other, "thumbs down" is rather a mongrel. But
one or two took it in, adopted it and heaven alone knows if it will survive

another year—but with care, a little afifection, and some attention to its diet

over the next year or so, it is more than likely he may yet grow into "s.

hound of high degree." At anyrate he was saved from a watery grave

—

although the tears that may be shed on this his first appearance, may yet

drown him. Take it to your bosom and cherish it—buy it a tag and a license

—feed it with your wit—tell it how you fare and it will be your watchdog
and sing your praises. ''Every dog has his day."

Its chief fault is that so few students have contributed and so many
of the staff did. Consequently it has a retrospective respectability very

unbecoming to a students' magazine. It should tell of the doings of

students past and present. It should print drawings by students, but not

those done in class. It should review current exhibitions and publish

poems. It should smash through some of the existing lethargy in the

College and encourage an outward expression of an inward interest in Art
and Life. It might with care become the one little magazine in the whole
Dominion that is concerned with beautiful production in Book decoration,

lettering, design and other fine Arts. Canada needs such a magazine and
many a student would learn to cut his wisdom teeth in the world of the

published drawing, poem, or article by seeing it in print.

But alas, here it is. It should demand your sympathy, but it only pleads

for your affection. Forget its paucity of wit and its ponderous stride and
buy it graciously and induce others to do likewise.

The advertisers are gallant, adventurous souls. Give them of your
bounty. They are highly commended.

The names of those who are its first foster fathers, who nourished it

through days of masquerade, examinations, and other tribulations are known
to you, but chief among them is Charles Goldhamer and then Ted Drover.



The Ontario College of Art

A Historical Note by the Principal Mr. G. A. Rcid, R.C.A.

THIS being \'ol 1. Xo. 1 of the Ontario College of Art Students'

Annual, it is fitting that some form of historical account of the College

should be given, and as the connection of the present foundation with

several other foundations is so close that it appears as a direct succession, it

seems to be necessary, if a true account is made, to include a short record of

the Schools of Art which preceded the establishment of the College. As
no authentic records exist other than a few dates, with very meagre refer-

ences in scattered form, it remains to the present writer to make much of

the record from memory based on an almost continuous connection with the

original Ontario School of Art founded in 1876, first as a student from
1879 to 1883, then as Instructor in Painting from 1890 to 1912, being Prin-

cipal of the StatT from 1909 to 1912 when the Ontario College of Art was
incorporated, and since that time Principal of the College. The responsi-

bility of making such a record is very heavy, and is fully appreciated, and
to those who are interested enough to read this note and who have any
information lo add or corrections to make, these w^ill be thankfully received

and added to this general account for future use.

The earliest effort to establish a School of Art for the Province appears

to have been during the j)eriod when Dr. Ryerson was Minister of Educa-
tion, 1846 to 1876. The Toronto Normal School was built with the inten-

tion of including a Museum and School of Art and Design. A bill intro-

duced in the Legislature in 1849 intended for the improvement of common
schools in I'pper Canada contained a clause providing for this Museum and
School. The Museum was established u ith a varied collection, an important

j>art of which was a large number of copies of ])aintings by old masters and
an excellent collection of plaster casts from antique statues, etc. Although
an attemj)t was made to secure a qualified art master, the proposal for an

Art School fell through and the story of Art lulucation in the Province

from that time till the foundation of the Ontario School of Art by the

( )ntario v^ociety of Artists in 1876 is merely one of drawing masters in some
schools and private teaching of an indifferent sort.

The ( )ntario Society of Artists was founded in 1872, and its charter

stated, as one of its objects, the carrying on of a vSchool of Art. This School,

called the Ontario School of Art established a few years later, was under
the care of the Society until 1883, when it was taken cner by the Education
Department, and housed in the Normal School for some years. Certain

difficulties arose with this connection which resulted in the School being

moved to a building on Queen v^treet near Yonge Street, wdiere it existed

I)recariously for a short time, 'i'he Society of Artists took uj) the matter

at this juncture, and the Ontario School of Art and Industrial Design was
the name given to the reconstituted .School, and the work of the School



was resumed in the Princess Theatre building in 1890. The Ontario
vSociety of Artists Galleries had been opened in this building a short time

previously.

The School was carried on there until 1910, when, because of altera-

tions to the Theatre, it became necessary to move, and for a year the School

was housed in a building on the southwest corner of College and Yonge
Streets. The Art Gallery, having come into occupancy of the Grange House,
gave the upper rooms to the School where it was for a year, and it was
there that the School was reorganized as the Ontario College of Art.

Until that time the School had been struggling for mere existence with

meagre resources. An annual grant of $400.00 from the Department of

Education and about $300.00 from the City was the extent of the income
outside fees from students, which made a total budget of $3,377.00, with

about 100 students registered in 1911, the year of the transfer to the Ontario

College of Art.

It is but right that the principal friends of the School at that time who
were the friends of long standing and who helped to bring about the reor-

ganization should be mentioned here. They were R. Y. Ellis, R. F. Gagen,
G. A. Howell, J. P. Murray and Thomas Roden. The principal Instructors

during this period were William Cruickshank, R. Holmes, C. M. Manly and
G. A. Reid, the latter having been Chairman of the Staff and for a time the

Principal. George C. Downes was for many years the Secretary who gave
excellent service in the management.

During the thirty-five years of hard struggles for existence when the

members of the Council had often to seek for donors to cover deficits. It

is hard to believe that it was possible for a high standard of teaching and
work to be maintained, but the results are to be found in the large number
of distinguished Canadian artists who were giving their training during

that time. The following are a few of these : W. E. Atkinson, J. W. Beatty,

J. W. Bengough, F. H. Brigden, F. S. Challener, F. V. C. Ede, Harriet Ford,

W. W. Gregg, T. G. Greene, F. S. Haines, E. Hahn, F. Halliday, R. Holmes,
Minnie Kallmeyer, Estelle Kerr, F. M. Knowles, J. D. Kelly, \\\ A. Langton,
Marion Long, I. E. H. MacDonald, Florence ^IcGillivray, H. W. McRae,
A. Mickel, T.*W. Alitchell, Herbert Palmer, J. C. Pinkey, G. A. Reid,

Thom])son Seaton, D. F. Thompson, S. S. Tully, Frank W'ickson, Mary E.

Wrinch.

Repeated efforts were made to have the School recognized as a central

institution and to get adequate support, but the existence of a number of

small schools throughout the Province prevented this. These, however, were
gradually discontinued through being unable to C()mi)ly with the conditions

of the Act, and the system was abolished.

1^'or some years no progress was made, although there was no cessation

of effort on the part of the school management to j^ress the claims of Art
Education on the (jovernment. In 1911 Dr. vSncath published his report on
"Education for Industrial Purposes." and in an extended review of the

relation of Art and Technical lulucation he stated that in any system nf

industrial and technical training the claims of Art Education cannot be ovcr-
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looked, and he recommended strongly the reorganization of the School of

Art to form a special institution devoted solely to Art training in all brandies

of the fine arts, and especially for teachers of Art.

With the endorsation of the late Premier, Sir James Whitney, a bill

which had been prepared by representatives of Educational Art, Industrial

organizations, and the Directors of the School of Art, was introduced by

the Minister of Education in 1912, incorporating the Ontario College of Art,

carrying an animal grant of $3,000.00 and free premises in the Normal
School Building, which had been originall\ intended for Art Education.

This grant was later made $5,000. afterwards $12,000 and on moving
into the new building in 1921 it was increased to $25,000.

This Act of 1912. by which the College of Art was established, provided

for a council of eighteen representative members appointed by Art and
Industrial bodies, who together elected five members-at-large. In 1918,

when the Government decided to increase the grant, Dr. Cody, the Minister

of Education, with the consent of the former council, introduced a bill in

the Legislature amending the Act of incorporatic^n, providing for the ap-

pointment by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council of a majority of the

members on the council. Thus at the present time twelve members are

appointed by the Government and eleven are representatives of Art and other

organized bodies.

During the ])erio(l of the war, the College maintained a steadily growing-

advance in the character of the work done, and many of the students entered

upon war work of various kinds. There was some check to ])rogress which
otherwise would have been made, but there were notable gains made year

by year in the number of students. The number of students had increased

from 195 in 1912 to 270 in 1920. At this time a class of returned men
were being given courses, some of whom have since completed their art

education in the College.

A highly important part of the work of the College from its establish-

ment in 1912 has been the Courses for Teachers of Art in the IHiblic and
High Schools given annually for the Education Department of Ontario.

This has brought the College into touch with the teachers and schools of

the Province, and is a vital element in the scheme of art education for

Ontario.

The charter of the College at its foundation is 1912 and as revised in

1919 stated the objects to be:

(ii) The training of students in the fine arts, including drawing,
painting, rlesign, modelling and sculpture, and in all branches of the

applied arts in the more artistic trades and manufactures ; and

(b ) The training of teachers in the fine and applied arts.

The.se are similar to the objects of the preceding Ontario v^chool of

Art. and perhaj)s the only essentially distingushed difference between the

early school and the present College of Art is the development of the crafts

in connection with design, and the training of teachers, together with a more
.systematic organization of the work into grades. These features have



become more and more important in all modern art education the world
over, and promise to place all art expression in closer touch with the life of

the people and with all forms of industrial life and manufactures. Applied

Art might well be adopted as the short term to express our objective in art

expression in all its phases.

Reference has been made to those who strove in the early years of the

School of Art to maintain a high ideal and pass this along to their successors.

One of the principals of these ideals has been the intimate connection estab-

lished and maintained in the early days by the Ontario Society of Artists

with their gallery and the School of Art in close association. When there

was a prospect of a large Public Gallery, the Society was its first advocate,

and the School of Art was one of the main objects to be included. The
present situation and the way it is working out is the direct outcome of

these ideals, and it is to the permanent credit of those who had the authority

that the Art Gallery donated the site for the Ontario College of Art when
it was found that funds would be provided for the building. The relation

of the Art Gallery and the College of Art seems now to be permanently
established and the two institutions are each developing in close association

and with well prepared plans for future extension.

Art Education has been begging for a long time for its proper place

in the scheme of Education as a whole, and is only now coming to its own.
The efforts put forth in the past fifty years in Ontario to have due recogni-

tion of this side of education would make a long story itself. It was thought
to be a great advance a few years ago when the Ontario College of Art
was granted a very slight form of affiliation with the University of Toronto,
but much remains y^et to be done in that connection.

There is hope now that through making Art a subject for matriculation
and eventually by creating a degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in the Uni-
versity that higher Art Education in Ontario may receive full recognition

and go freely on its way with the development of the aesthetic side of our
life.
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The Chinese Tree of Art

By Edna Breithaupt

'^ T~^ AST is East and West is West, and never the twain shall meet." This

seal set by Kipling has been the attitude of mind accepted generally in

the j)ast. for even our histories have drawn this division, insisting upon
presenting the ^fediterranean as the centre of the universe, ignoriiig a civil-

ization as developed as that of the ancient Greeks and Romans. Jn this day,

however, we can ill-afford to think in other than terms of wholes, for we
gradually find dawning a world consciousness which will have to he reckoned
with, and we pause to ask : Is there a basis of mutual understanding, a uni-

versal language? Much might be said al)out the futility of finding a com-
mon ground in our laws, navies, institutions or religions with their diversified

ai)logetics. dogmas and creeds, all of which are simply disparate and
irreducible to a common denominator. May the one possibility lie in art,

which precedes all language and supersedes laws and interpretations of re-

ligion? The simi)le interest that i)rompts a resi)onse such as many of us

have heard while sketching in a foreign country: "How wonderful! She
understands, for she paints our country", may give the cue.

To deal adc(|uately with a subject so ])rofound as the unbroken line

of the history of Chinese art for a period of five thousand years, would chal-

lenge the lifetime of a Fenallo.sa. It will merely be possible to glance at a

few of the rare blossoms, representing the expressions of humanity, flower-

ing or fading, throughout the ages, according to the circumstances of exter-

nal influence and inherent growth.

beginning with the rise from obscurity, previous to which there are

shoots of only prehistoric lands and Chaldea, though numerous buds in the

I'-gyptian plant, we find the first records of the early expressions of a

l)rimitive ])eople. Simple forms, similar to those used to-day by Polynesian

races. Suggestions of faces with staring eyes showing the natural stand of

Mongolian races, used on the rafters of Xew Zealand houses and the totem

poles in Alaska are similar to those used in China to-day. The bronzes were
chiefly cooking utensils with animal figures used to symbolize religicnis mean-
ings. The drawings were strong, though simple in outline, and their shapes

plastic.

The Chow dynasty was a time of dcca\', the emi)ire being divided into

feudal states : but an event of imi)()rtance occurred in 600 P>.C. when the

Kmperor led an expedition towards the West. This first contact with a dif-

ferent civilization ])roved a source of many myths and legends, as well

as new elen^ent*^ in flesign. The burninfj of the traditional classics in this

periofi made possible the first great growth in art.

The llan dynasty was one of the three most flourishing. A Renaissance

of learning took place, when tradition was woven into history, the calendar



was reformed, book making flourished, paper and ink were introduced, and
copper coins were cast. Permanent caravan trade was established with

Mesopotamia and Rome, and the wider knowledge of the new civilization

stimulated art, music and poetry into vivid life, fainting was well de-

veloped, and bronzes took on new forms, similar to those of Athens, with a

purity of line, observing the law that space is to design what grey is to warm
colors. Carving in jade reached a high degree of perfection, and sculpture a

quality that is unsurpassed. For examples one must go far into interior

Szechwan, where pillars of fine sandstone were placed before tombs to mark
the "soul's way". A few similar examples are in Nanking, but unfortun-

ately the celebrated statues of animals approaching the filing tombs are rigid

forms, not characteristic of best Chinese sculpture.

The early accepted religions had little to stimulate the emotional and
aesthetic sensibilities of human nature, so Buddhism coniing from India was
a welcome channel for self-expression, and made a strong appeal, embodying
laws of life and thought opposed to the circumscribed ethics of the Con-
fucian and Taoist religions. It did much to erase racial characteristics, as

it brought the mass of the population together in universal tribute to spiritual

forces. In 216 B.C. the sacred Sanscrit books were brought from India, and
two centuries later a special commission to enquire into. Buddhism, which
returned with two monks, a small gilt bronze image of Buddha, got Sanscrit

books and pictures of Buddhist figures—this was the impetus of a new art.

The period of the Tang is the most illustrious blossom—the golden age
of culture, when literature and poetry, art and design achieved their highest

j)erfection. When China was not only the garden of Asia, but undisputably

the foremost nation on earth, great public gardens and museums in the gor-

geous capital, Loyang, were at the service of the people. Religious liberty

was respected. Great scholars thronged the imperial court, and artists and
musicians ranked as ministers of state. Fenollosa called this a kind of glori-

fied Elizabethan age. The strong urge of Buddhism, with its emphasis on
contemplation and solitude, gave landscape painting a highly religious color.

The gods were believed to love the mountain slopes and the secluded beauty

of the ancient groves. Their desire was to become at heart a wild creature,

filled with the forest sense of things. To the West man has always been the

centre of the universe, round whom all else revolves, his absorption in self

reflecting in his religions and art, but in the East the opposite ideal pre-

vails, the fundamental conception being that all creation is one, and every-

thing which exists is fellow-creature to every other.

After fifty years of political confusion, during which time a Tartar tribe

had almost annihilated the northern provinces, another great flower came to

blossom, for in the Sung we also find a period free for self-expression, a

religion that becomes an art, an art that becomes a religion. This was the

apex of Tien thought, which Fenollosa calls "idealistic art", a substitution

of the natural for the sui:)ernatural, a regard for nature as more than a con-

fusion of fortuitous facts, rather as a fine source of spiritual laws, students

abhorring books and going out to learn from nature herself, thus achieving

the greatest individual freedom. Kwo llsc wrote hopefully in this period:

"It is the very nature of man to abhor that which is old and cleave to that

which is new."



The flower Yuan also possessed great aesthetic heauty, calligraphy com-
ing to flourish. Chao Ming Fu was known throughout the empire as a great

calligraphist, as Li Ssu-hsun, Wang Wei, Wu Tao-tsu, and others too num-
erous to mention, had been knowm for their painting in previous eras. In

this period we find the first record of a "paintress", as she is styled in China,

Lady Kuan, wife of Chao Ming-fu, who was famous for her painting of

bamboo.

Ming art, especially its early blossom, is considered by Binyon hardly

less important than Sung. The best pictures are noted for their technical

finish and soft harmonious coloring. In the later Ming the Renaissance was
doomed to failure by the removal of the capital to Peking, which had no
great art monuments, but rather a tradition of brief Mongol supremacy of

materialistic splendors that ignored idealism. This dominating Q)nfucian
literati desired to make China into a moral machine, where even thought

should be conducted along pre-established lines. Only the work of artists

who had been literary men was recognized, or that which Confucian scholars

approved. **Bun jinga", or literary men's painting, was the term given to this

school of painting. After the old masters had been copied for some genera-

tions in this style, the characteristic drawing of the originals vanished and
the bun jinga hypothesis resulted in a degeneration of art so rapid that

hardly a respectable piece of work could be done except in a weak sort of

pretty flower painting. The first sub-epoch, the Kanghi, was one of hope and
experiment, the Kien Lung one of self-hardening, and then followed the

nineteenth century of despair and loss. Among other movements that were
of strong influence was the Christian or European, due to tuition by Jesuit

favorites at the imperial palace. The one vital clement in the advancement
of art was the ada])tation of electic designs to modern Chinese industries.

Although the blossom of the Republic is not one of exuberant growth
as far as art i)roducts are concerned, ])orcelain being the only modern master

art, nevertheless considered in the light of adherence to principles, it flour-

ishes with a strength equal to that of the golden age, for there remains in

the heart of the man of culture, as well as in the tiller of the soil, a sheer

joy of life hardly known to the commercialized West, a germ that freed

from internal ])olitical struggle, foreign domination and dictation, will doubt-

less spring forth anew and blossom in rich profusion.

To view the possibilities of our own development, for we must not lose

our vision of the related whole, what may we gather from the conscious-

ness of this reviewed expression of ancient experience? Is art of necessity

art to only a few chosen races at certain periods any more than life is life

to the individual at any one age, and with our greater knowledge of cause

and effect action and reaction must we wait until academic learning has

given the formulaes? Men have fought their fights in war and commerce,
coined their gold in the bottomless pits of their vmdiscovered areas, or is it

possible to grow into a freedom and beauty of high self-expression unsur-

passed by any history?
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Landscape Study as a Necessary Part

of a General Art Education

By
J.

W. Bcatty, R.C.A.

IN
the opinion of the writer, there is no branch of art, whether portraiture,

figure painting, commercial applied design or illustration, where the re-

quirements can be met and the problems which constantly present them-
selves be successfully overcome except through a sound general knowledge
of tree and plant forms. The difiference between indoor and outdoor light,

atmosj)heric conditions, and many other items, familiarity with which can

be acquired only by the most earnest study in the great out of doors.

We have but to look back to many of the old English portrait painters,

to past generations of designers and illustrators and try to imagine what
many of their most important works would have been without the glorious

setting which their knowledge of landscape enabled them to create. Think
of \'elasquez and his "Surrender of Breda", or a dozen other mighty com-
positions i)ainted by him in out door light with wonderful landscape back-

grounds. We could keep on indefinitely naming one after another of the

old masters, ostensibly figure painters, who in many of their most important

works have used an out door sitting.

Let us come to the more modern painters and illustrators in that group
in England known as the Pre-Ra])haelites in the last century. I cannot think

of one of them but was thoroughly familiar with landscape, or who failed

to use it very extensively in their most im])ortant works; and still another

generation, Brangwyn, Stott, Clausen, La Thangue as among those whose
most important works are painted in out-door surroundings, and that group
of illustrators which included Howard Pyle and Edwin Abbey. We should

miss more than half the pleasure and charm that the drawings by Howard
Pyle in his buccaneer series or Edwin Abbey's exquisite pen drawings
illustrating old English poems, had the wonderful landscape backgrounds
and settings been omitted.

Could the exquisitely decorative illustrations of Dulac and Arthur Rack-
ham have been ])roduced without a sound knowledge of tree forms and the

great out of doors? Some may say that any person who can draw the

figure can draw a tree. Just go out and try it and your mind will be at

once relieved of this utterly false impression which is all too prevalent. In

our classes in design and composition esi)ecially, we are called on repeatedly

to introduce tree and plant forms and we proceed to do it with the utmost
sang froid. though we have most likely gone so far through this veil of

tears without giving the second look at these wonderful creations which in

their own way possess more character than the majority of the human beings

who are tottering around on this earth.

landscape in my humble ojjinion is the highest form of art, and yet we
treat it most lightly.
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My Attic

These four grey walls encompassing
A space so small and mean
Enfold within their cold embrace
A world that's known to me
Alone.

To seek the herd I must descend
Unto the plain below.

So seldom any ventures up
The steep dark stairs to me
Alone.

Above the earth, beneath the sky,

Among the tall tree tops,

No alien will can come between
My God, my art and me
Alone.

The supernal world I feel around
;

The sensible 1 hold

Within my ])alm, see at a glance,

Commune with as I will

Alone.

Single with omnipresency
Creative muse conceives.

And ne'er a sigh of discontent,

With thee, sweet solitude

Alone.

Then scramble for your petty bone,

Ye ])lea sure-seeking mob.
And leave nw to my hermit home.
My attic at the top

Alone.

TCni STONE
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Comparative Anatomy of Students

By Cesario

iMk

I

AM to write on the brighter side of student Hfe, but after all, why be

happy when you can have a far better time being miserable? All art

students will find they have plenty to grouch about if they will only

look about them. To begin with, there is the age-old cry: "How is the world
treating me? It isn't treating me; I have to pay for everything!"

Then there is the privilege of talking shop. At our eating house shop
is talked by every variety of student. When a Dent talks shop people's teeth

are set on edgt ; when a Med. talks shop women faint and fall under the

table. When an Art student talks shop, people say : '*Huh, showing off as

usual. Trying to be Bohemian again!"

Our sisters in University College step to school at two minutes to nine

across the springy turf in front of the Parliament Buildings. No turf where
we walk, brethren! I have twice been dragged (to a moderate extent) by
frightened horses ; but only once have I been warned off the Gallery's grass

by the guardian of the gate!

We have somewhat to be thankful for, of course. If Wordsworth could

see the gang having tea and a chocolate bar under Mrs. Merrill's auspices

during recess in the afternoon, he would take back that vain regret of his (as

nearly as I can remember it), that "The fellowship of the good old days is

gone! High living and hard drinking are no more."

Those who think art students don't work hard have never seen them
around exam time. That's what adds the years to our age ! I never look at

my face in the mirror during exams without thinking of that immortal senti-

ment from "Twelfth Xight" : "Mark it, Cesario, it is old and plain!" And,
boys and girls, is it any wonder children run away from school and become
modern artists

!

7 H H
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The Principal

By Robt. Holmes, R.C.A.

FUMBLING over some rather frayed pages of memory I find that my
first encounter with Mr. Reid was at an exhibition of the Ontario
Society of Artists in the old rooms of the Society at 14 King Street

west. That was in 1884, and "young Reid" was then being pointed out as a

brilliant Canadian art student just

returned from a course of study in

the Academy of Fine Art at Phila-

delphia.

With the art urge strong upon
him he had left the ancestral home
at Wingham in 1879, a young man
of nineteen, to study in the Ontario

School of Art, Toronto. Here he
spent three years, winning the

Silver Medal for Drawing from the

Antique, and then proceeded to

Philadelphia for two years, finish-

ing this preliminary term of stu-

dentship with a year of travel in

England, France, Spain and Italy.

The year 1889 finds him at the

Julian Academy in Paris studying
under Benjamin Constant and win-
ning the "concours" of all the

Julian Academies for the painted

figure. In 1896 he is again at

Julian's, and later on at the Prado
in Madrid.

Partly at least, "one learns to play the flute by playing the flute", and,

while engaged in the long series of exercises set by instructors, Mr. Reid was
also playing tunes of his own. With "The Last Load'' he made his debut

before the Ontario Society of Artists in 1883, and it is interesting to note, by

the way, as happy in its augury, that this picture was purchased by a veteran

fellow-artist, Mr. T. Mower Martin. A remark, once dropped by Mr. Reid:

"I like best to depict the pageant of Canada", sets forth the general character

of his pictorial work, but it is not "the pride of pageantry, the pomj) of ]^o\v~

er", that concerns him so much as the pageant of the every day life of the

people, and his work bears the impress of an especial interest in the Cana-
dian pioneer and his immediate successor.

Description, comment, or even a list of these works is impossible within

the limits here i)rcscril)ed, and a few notes. ])rincii)ally on works now in

public collections, must serve our present i)urpose. To the artist and the

artistic layman alike, when the name "Reid" is mentioned, the first mental

MR. G. A. REID
(from an early photo)
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image it inevitably calls up is a sort of diptych showing two of the most im-

portant of his productions in the field with which his name is most prom-
inently associated,

—"Mortgaging the Homestead" and "The Foreclosure of

the Mortgage". The first of these, painted in 1890, on a canvas about 6 ft. x
9 ft., with figures life size, is now in the National Gallery, Ottawa, as Mr.
Reid's Diploma Picture deposited upon his election as Academician of the

Royal Canadian Academy. "The Foreclosure of the Mortgage", of about

the same size, painted 1893, exhibited in the Royal Academy, London, and
in nearly all important art centres throughout the United States and Canada,
was unfortunately lost in a fire in London, England, in 1922. By these their

author is known, through the originals or reproductions wherever Canadian
Art is known. They are complementary the one of the other, and together

form a valuable human document bearing in a most intimate way upon one
of the many sides of the Canadian pioneer's life.

"Dreaming," exhibited in the Paris Salon of 1889, was purchased by
the Canadian Government and is now in the National Gallery, Ottawa ; "The
Story", Salon 1890, was purchased by Mr. E. B. Osier, Toronto; "Berry
Pickers", Salon 1891, is now in the Ontario Government collection; "Lulla-

by", Salon 1892, is now in Toronto, and "A Modern Madonna", Salon 1893,

is in a private collection in New York. "City and Country", 1893, is in the

Ontario Government collection; "Arrival of Champlain at Quebec", 1910, in

the Dominion Archives, Ottawa; "Vacant Lots", 1915, in the Canadian
National Gallery; "1917" and "The Blue Print", 1919, are in the permanent
collection of the Art Gallery of Toronto.

For an artist of Mr. Reid's command of figures and landscape in a

large way, the call of mural decoration was inevitable. He responded first

with a large scheme for the decoration of the City Hall, the carrying out of

which, in its entirety, was prevented by a number of conflicting interests.

This was followed, to mention only a few examples, by the decorations for

the library of Sir Edmund Walker, those for Queen's University, Kingston,

and the Weston Town Hall, and the quite recent decoration with figure sub-

jects in 1926 of the whole of the wall space of the large reading room in

Earlscourt Public Library. Another recent work of this kind is a large panel

representing Literature. Architecture, Music, Painting and Sculpture for a

down-town artistic club. This club, as a matter of principle, declines to take

itself seriously, so. upon the occasion of the acceptance of this work of Mr.
Reid's. the President's address was framed up in mock-heroic verse, the

concluding lines of which may, perhaps, be quoted as suggesting the recep-

tion accorded this work upon this occasion:

"I could spend some time

On this, if metres held, and rhyme.
But now the hour has come when we're agreed

To give our grateful thanks to Mr. Reid,

So, sirrah, seek him in the crowd!
H singers have more songs, let them sing loud!

IMace him upon a chair and bear him round
Accompanied by every form of sound

!

'Hiis is the toast for everyone who drinks it,

It's Latin, I may tell you—'Georgius Pinxit!

14
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During more recent years, since 1912, to be precise, when the school

founded by the Ontario Society of Artists in 1876 became the present On-
tario College of Art, it is with his important work as Principal of this Col-

lege that yir. Reid has been chiefly identified. In connection with the duties

of this position, a wide and varied knowledge of students and schools, and an
eminently practical outlook on the things of life, enabled him not only to

foresee difficulties and forestall dangers, but also to institute an aggressive

forward policy with a breadth of vision that included both present and future

within its range. So when, in 1919, with a confidence based upon its recogni-

tion of Mr. Reid's success in the College of its creation, the Provincial Gov-
ernment came forward with an ofifer of the funds necessary for the erection

of a new building on a site donated by the Art Gallery of Toronto, the neces-

sary machinery required little more than the pulling of the lever to set it in

motion.

The plans for the new building, with preliminary drawings from Mr.
Reid's own hand, were produced almost as a conjuror produces a rabbit

from his sleeve; the cornerstone was well and truly laid on September 21st,

1920, and within a year of that date, the long-dreamed-of building became
an accomplished fact.

Mr. Reid's plan for the present building provided for an extension east-

ward with a frontage on McCaul Street, in anticipation of a time when the

growth of the College should make such seem necessary or desirable. By
the provision made for the present building the Provincial Government set

the seal of its approval and continued confidence upon Mr. Reid's first period

of seven years' service in the Normal School quarters. The now nearly

completed period of seven years in the new building has been one of ex-

pansion of the College activities such as the most sanguine of well-wishers

could scarcely have foreseen. One wonders, in a hopeful way, about the

possibility of marking this period by the building of the projected extension.

Such a rounding into fulfilment of the original scheme would form a culmin-

ating tribute of a very high order to Mr. Reid's efficient ministration. More-
over, and mainly indeed, as of paramount importance in a practical way, it

would place the College in a position to function with still greater force as

the effective instrument it was designed to be. " 'Tis a consummation de-

voutly to be wished."

Partly perhaps a man is known by the company he keeps, partly per-

haps by the regard in which he is held by those who know him best. Mr.
Reid's as.sociates in the Ontario Society of Artists and in the Royal Cana-
dian Academy have elected him to the highest positions in their gift. He
has been prominently identified with the Art Gallery of Toronto from the

days when it was only a dream, and practically every great movement for

the furthering of the art interests of the country has owned something to

him. It may be that this kind of virtue is its own reward. Gratifying as

that may be, may he have with it the happy realization that

"the best is yet to be

—

The last of life for which the first was made,"
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LINO CUT ILLINGWORTH KERR

To George A. Reid, R.C.A.

Principal of the Ontario College of Art

Yours the unhurried spirit,

The calm mind,

Forbearing, patient, kind,

Moving among us

—

Master

;

Linking our youthful ardour.

Our new freedom,
To days more strenuous,

Years ago when Krieghoff,

Paul Kane,
And other pioneers.

Laboured and struggled,

Reaping a late renown
On lone frontiers

Of Art, for our Dominion.

Leaving the straitening rules

Of ancient schools.

You culled truth only

From the older lands,

So,

Under your hands

Large works have prospered,

Greater works shall grow.
Until our walls shall gleam
With colour

Under your guidance,

And our halls shall glow

;

Beauty shall flourish.

And a Golden Age
Come on us, unawares.

True son of Canada,
In days to come
When they shall name
The heroes of our country,

—

Grant them Fame,

—

In the bright vanguard
A proud place be yours

—

Who gathered from the old lands

lieauty old and true.

P)Ut with a dreamer's vision

Sought new beauty for tlie new.—Dorothx Choatc H crriman.
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Possession and Creation

By Arthur Lismer

LI\'IXG in a transitional age, when the perceptive and creative impulses

of the human mind and soul are oscillating between an old-time de-

pendency on the outward appearing aspects of nature, and the more
subjective and independent desires of the artist to project his experience or

impressions of a world of his own creation, it is becoming a difficult task for

the Art student of to-day to preserve a fine and progressive equilibrium be-

tween the two phases. Around him he sees the world of objective nature,

enticing, full of strange and subtle moods, changes of seasons, and especially

in Canada, the typical and distinct breaks between one season and another,

and the changes in form and colour manifested in various parts of the

Dominion.

This should be sufficient to contain him and to compel his curiosity, his

exploring tendency, into expression. But there is another world that moves
the artist mind, and it is this that disturbs and holds out the promise of new
worlds to conquer, more alluring forms to embrace and comprehend.

The former is the world of objective reality ; the world that has engaged
the attention, has been explored, and vitally presented by artists ever since

the break away from the formal rigidity of the Byzantine age. A host of

great painters and sculptors have built up great and lasting reputations on
the presentation of the ol)jective forms of nature. Rembrant, Ruisdael,

\'elasquez, Manet, Constable, X'ermeer. They are still held up for the

edification of the present day Art student.

The other is the world of creative vision. It is subjective—that is, it

demands an inward searching on the part of the Artist. The world of ap-

pearance exists, as it does to the religious devotee, as a means of ecstacy.

A stei)ping off ])lace, as it were, into a world wherein the divine order of

existence, the golden thread of pure design shines like a pathway of fire in

the realm of the mind, and speculation on technical and objective things is

replaced by aesthetic contemplation on the nature of beauty.

In our Art students of to-day it is not difhcult for a discerning person

to pick out the various types of artist. There are those who challenge

nothing, accept everything as being the whole truth. They are excellent at

their inspiration. They are not independent—they are good and safe Art
routine study, but rather inclined to depend upon the instructor for most of

students—but there is a danger that they will fail to contribute much in the

future. Their ultimate success in later life depends upon how hard they lean

on others in their days of study. There are those others who submit ungraci-

ously to criticism and secretly challenge anything they find unin forming or

not sufficiently clarified. Thev are not exactly a nuisance, but they give early

signs of divine discontent—which is tbe most precious ingredient in tbe pro-

duction of creative work.
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There is little trust in tradition of the commonly accepted order that has

not been explored by himself, and he has no technique for intelligent ex-

ploration. Independency of thinking will lead him into wild and untamed
paths, but he usually struggles through the jungle of his own incoherent

creation—battered, but richer in experience.

The first type believes that Art is a smoothly worn and glorious high-

way on which travel is easy so long as the rules are followed, laid down by
precept and example ages ago.

The second type grasps an idea that Art arises from the spirit of ad-

venture latent in man, and that a work of Art is like the life of man, full

of struggles, difficulties and suflfering, and to shape it he must leave the high-

way and break new paths. He is a scout protecting and sustaining the herd.

There is no plea intended for one or the other type. In an Art school there

is room for both, and there should be room in the sympathetic mind to be

helpful.

I have found that even in very young students,—juniors,—these ten-

dencies emerge very early. Those who have been pounded into a standard-

ized form in their educational routine are eager to drop into those forms of

Art education that are necessary but not more important than the less com-
monly accepted ones. Those on whom the pounding has had little impress,

who have not let the creative spark flicker out,—and there are too few of

these—come wide-eyed and eager, and you realize that here is one who will

create if given freedom to move.

The purpose of this article, if any, is to help us to realize that in our-

selves we have the potential germs of the possessive and the creative, but

some day one faculty will obtrude more than another. We shall either be

content with a little local or family reputation—our circle will be small and
eminently respectable. We shall visit Art galleries, guide book in hand, and
servilely accept everything without personal challenge.

Or we shall be able to separate the gold from the commonplace dross

and be able to challenge intelligently. We shall have the elements of a

quality that is creative—we shall realize that Art is necessary to the spiritual

life and cannot be understood unless it be realized as a part of life as a

whole, and out of the sacrifice of giving abundantly, create richly. We are

situated and surrounded, the practical demands of every-day existence are

so situated and surrounded, the practical demands of every-day existence are

fundamental and precious thing, and the artist has not only to preserve and
cherish it for himself, but must open the eyes of others to what unaided

they could not see.

Our perceptive and creative powers must be so active that we may be

able to see in nature, and in life itself, those aesthetic aspects which are

overlooked by others, and whatever the work in progress.—a landscape or

portrait,—a piece of design or modelling, the Art student must, if he pre-

serve his soul alive, give, and give abundantly, that in the doing of it the

sacred fire of beauty is fanned by the breath of inspiration. I often wonder
why some students study Art—or, I should say. why they coino to an Art

school. Of course life in an Art school olTers a rather attractive form of

passing the time along, and a little drawing and lettering are the things in
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education wliich bore them least—they toil not, neither do they let others

toil—much.

And that is just what the outside world thinks of the artist, as one who
thinks and works lightly ; Imt this introduces the contemplation of another
type of student. They are usually the ones who later »on in life will visit a

studio or a gallery and say, ''Yes, I used to do a little art—before I was mar-
ried." To be a successful artist in whatever medium of expression—and
success cannot be measured in terms of financial return—it is absolutely

essential to decide not what you will follow, or what you will become, but

what am I seeking? Therefore, what is my attitude?

The objective of the search will change repeatedly. The attitude of dis-

satisfaction with one's work will persist. These are all essential to pro-

gress. Also if there is sincerity of purpose and effort to reach a goal, there

will be obstructions thrown in the way, and these are necessary obstacles, the

surmounting of which strengthens the spirit and simulates the active soul to

further effort.

That is what is meant by the query, "What am I seeking?" If the artist

desires to go forward he must first prove his ability and fitness to arrive,

and that can only be proved by doing. The student of art needs for the

search all the equipment possible—technical, philosophical, critical, spiritual,

for in the creation of a work of art the artist creates not alone the work,
but himself and his time and country with him.

The desire to possess, to be dependent, means that later there must be

renunciation. One who merely possesses can lose—but one who in the search

arms him.self wisely, can create courageously.

Indoors and Out

He toiled for beauty, but he lost

In littered desk and room of care.

The beauty in the star beam tost,

The common blessing of the air.

He saw the moon-grey shadows laid

On ripples of the drifted slope

And felt his soul with beauty stayed

To reverence and quiet hope.

—J. B. H. MacDonald.
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Possibilities

By Arthur Burrows

MR. LAWREX HARRIS, in a very interesting talk to the students

one recent Friday evening, referred to a remark made by a well-

known modern painter in New York. This artist, when asked what
he intended to experiment with next, suggested a possibility of "going into

the movies". The consideration of the motion pictures as a new medium is

an idea that has been gradually developing in most of our minds for (]uite

some time.

While poets, painters and musicians admit that their mediums are

aesthetically the same thing, they will not actively become aw^are that they

are scientifically identical until it has been proven by mechanical means. The
colour-organ is a definite step in direction of esta])lishing the scientific rela-

tionship between colour and sound, the basis of painting and music. (And
are not painting and music poetry in colour and sound ?) This may eventual-

ly lead to the realization that for every colour there is a corresponding note of

sound, the grouping of which, in each case, results in either harmony or

discord.

Considering that colour and sound are merely different forms of vibra-

tion, it should not be difficult to forsee the day when, by mechanical means,

it will be possible to transpose music into painting, or vice versa. These
means might be conceived as reaching such a state of perfection that, if one's

aesthetic bump were in the right spot, one could play a melody which was
unconsciously inspired by, perhaps a face, hop over to the other side of this

"machine" and withdraw that same face—in paint. Or, in painting that

face, it would be interesting to hear what melody, or form of melody, it

would take. (Jne wonders how many paintings or melodies could stand the

test of transposition into another medium, ilowever ridiculous this ''ma-

chine" idea may seem, the fact remains that a great many of these mechanical

experiments, which we hear of from time to time, seem to be leading up to

something on this order.

As this scientific relation is proved, the natural result would seem to be

an attempt to unite all the present principal means of expression, poetry,

painting and music; the fusion of which in itself would create a stupendous
new medium, which is already foreshadowed in what we know as the motion-

pictures. Even in the undeveloped state of motion-])ictures, all our present

mediums are represented, but so far crudely and more or less unconnectedly.

These separate mediums would become connected with the advancement of

the mechanical disccneries proving their scientific relation.

We have all seen instances where the story, the i)icture, and the music
have been synchronized with practically no assistance from mechanical de-

vices, and have realized what the unification of these elements can do, even in

its infancy.
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With the introduction of colour into the motion pictures, it gives this

medium all the advantages of painting, with the addition of movement. Be-
sides this, a third dimension is entering into this medium—depth—which
cannot be achieved in painting, and is approximated only to a certain degree
in another medium, the legitimate stage.

Can you picture the effect a great story, ''painted" in moving line, col-

our and depth, every line and colour in that picture being ''played" in sound,

would have, not only on those who are already appreciative of the Arts, but

also on those who are not? While the mass of people have no interest in

painting, music or poetry, because they are afraid of that word "Art", they

might be reached through a medium which already has their approval and
patronage.

It is true that motion pictures, in most cases, are mediocre, of necessity,

inasmuch as they are, so far, primarily a money-making project. But with

the artistic slowly entering them, is it not possible to produce something that

will unostentatiously educate while it entertains? With these qualities, both

the artistic and financial success would be assured. With a medium of such

possibilities, having the facility to reach the mass of people, would it not

be possible that instead of the Arts being an expression of the age, the age

might be a living expression of the Arts?

We, as painters to be, resent the general indifference shown our parti-

cular medium ; but how much interest do we show in the other fellow's

medium, not only a separate medium, but as vitally connected with our
own ? It can do no harm, but rather considerable good as regards the

broadening of our viewpoint, to give them a bit of consideration.

As the staff will no doubt agree, however, it is unjust to accuse the

students of the O.C.A. of not taking an interest in mediums other than their

own. It is true that they show quite a remarkable interest in the ....
motion pictures.

A Little Child

YOUNG tender bud on Life's great tree,

You know not what you've stirred in me

;

A happy thought, of your true self,

Expressed without earthly artifice.

Smiling and hap])y throughout the day,

A sight to please the eyes of they.

Who having passed thro' Life's sweetest grace,

Now face the world with sardonic face.—George Brooiiifielii.
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On Masquerades, Past and Present

<^^*'**^

MASQUERADES come and go. There are changes in period and
style. Some that are sombre and those that are gay—costumes
colourful and those that are funny, and only last about half the

evening. The triumph of the hired costume and tame students having their

annual riing in a perfectly devilish outfit. The student who imagined that

X'ictorian and mediaeval in costume were synonymous, perhaps was not so

far wrong after all, and the student who contributed nothing to the prepara-

tions and arrived late in a fetching costume totally out in period and style.

All these are but incidents. The fact remains that this year *'The Feast

of Bagdad", with "Arabian Nights" in the background, was the subject of

the seventh annual Artists' masquerade ball.

It was a stunning affair, well decorated, mysterious in its well-designed

gloom. The lanterns were rich and glowing, the small pendant temple lights

were a novelty, the divans convincing and eastern, and the transformed life

room was a restful dream. It was a splendid evening, a little different from
its predecessors but owing nothing to them in colourful array. Mr. Hahn
and Hetty Wood carried the thing along and through to a successful conclu-

sion—with Aubrey Proctor as a valuable assistant.

But there are memories of others, from the first day the College moved
over from the old Normal, and a masqued ball was arranged as an im-

promptu celebration in an empty school—no chairs or tables to lug around.

Everybody worked and the Council of the College did the honours—hand-
somely. It was a polyglot affair as regards costume, but it marked an era

of successive, and successful ones.

The next was bright and snappy but had no particular character and
then, after that, the definite run of the period Masquerade was inaugurated.

Hindu, Chinese, Egyptian, all B.C. periods was a great and glorious effort.

Mr. Beatty built up a marvellous ensemble with a Hindu Buddha—and Bob
Ross gave his first presentation of the dancing god, in the College. Fine

costumes and how they had to swat to find Hindu B.C. costumes that were
authentic. Mr. Stansfield staged an amazing Chinese temple interior with

altar and lanterns and distinctive costumes, with himself as a Chinese God.
But it was a job that needed, and had, the combined efforts of all the staff

and students. The first year decorations of Egyptian murals was a notable

contribution—and not forgetting the B.C. elephant.

Then the next year the Medioeval—mainly Heraldic and perhaps from
the point of view of consistent costume the most successful—we remember
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the mock tourney with Alec. Hobson and Hetherington on hobbies. The
little playlet and the big first room hung with tapestries and studded with

heraldic medallions done in Mr. Macdonald's class.

Lowry Warrener and John MacGillivray on the fiery pard, made in the

modelling room, was a great stunt.

Then the Canadian masque. The first hundred years of Canadian his-

tory and the first hundred years proved to be, indeed, the hardest. The
semi-nude Indians, and the huge murals worked out by 3rd and 4th year

—that was a mouthful to chew off—they had to stay, and sleep with them

—

MacNeill was a master helper and director in the staging of the pageant
which depicted in a series of splendid tableaux the early history of Canada.
The descriptive lines were read by Broomfield, and the pictures were first-

rate when the audience could see them—somehow on the first night the

lighting played the mischief with intentions. Mr. Reid was Champlain, Mr.
Beatty, Cartier. Mr. Stansfield presented in the life room a dedication

chapel with large stained glass windows and painted hangings.

Then the afifair in the Art Gallery. The Renaissance Ball of the 15th

and 16th centuries Italian, with Mr. Roy Mitchell directing a beautiful

pageant, Maurice Hewlett's ''Masque of Dead Florentines." The beautiful

setting of the new gallery was a dignified background to a splendid pre-

sentation—music by our own orchestra. The ball was known later as the

Italian ''resonance." The concrete, stone and marble caused an acho that

made the speaking voice reverberate hugely.

Mr. Holmes appeared as Mike Angelo with a big and expressive voice

—Miss McKague as a beautiful corpse, flower bedecked, and she was no
lightweight, as anyone who helped to carry the bier, will testify. There
were five hundred guests. The show was repeated a second night. It was
a memorable occasion and will live long in Toronto. It was the best staged

—and the most expensive—we have had.

These annual masquerades cannot go on without direction and manage-
ment, and all the expressive and useful work never appears in the show
window.

They have their value, they belong to the real order of educational

effort, and very many students have been introduced to the richness of

periods that were unknown to them, except through lectures—and they

don't attend these. Only Art students can put on such affairs and make
them live in movement, colour, and style as real periods. Let other folk have
their Hart House Masquerades, Skating Carnivals and Hunt Club Balls.

We have been to them all and have seen the heavy student in novelty cos-

tumes, and the tired business man masquerading about in a costume that

does not belong to him, neither in cut, period, temperament nor attitude.

We return with joy and i)ride to our own again. Art students know how
to design, make, wear and live in a costume with distinction— ( )n with the

dance

!
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i^o«e^7 i^ets

A COLLEGE orchestra is an excellent institution, and ours has had a

two \ears' run, with a few sethacks, hut with much success. It can

only exist on the amount of encourai^ement hestowed upon it. Arthur
Burrows deserves the highest praise for holdinjL]^ it together and giving his

services to make the college a more artistic place to spend a few years in.

Tt is not an easy task, with ohligations to the study of Music and Art, to

maintain an orchestra in the face of difficulties.

The members of the orchestra who have played under his leadership

are: Frances Livingston, Walter Murch, Tom Stone, Millmrn MacLean,
Gordon W'ehher, Marv I'vers. and one or two others.

John L.yer, President of the v^tudents' Cluh 1926-27.

h)hn's particular j)uri)0se in life seems to he modelling and sculpture.

He wields a hefty chisel and transforms chunks of wood that would other-

wise become perfectly useful kindling, into WT)rks of art. I le has a penchant
for masf|ues and stage decoration. Lately he has been making totem poles

in miniature, and rumour has it that he is going to do a life-sized one. Me
started life in the college as a "little" junior, and grew bigger and wiser with

the development of the D.C. A.
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NEWS

T I IK Summer School at Port Hope is one of the most interesting of

the activities of the College under the direction of Mr. J. \V. I'eatty.

A student who wishes to secure a sound training in the art of land-

scape painting may get all, and more than he hopes for at Port Hope.
The conditions of environment are ideal, and the arrangements for the

care and comfort of students are all that can he desired. There is sleeping

accommodation for ahout 25 girl students and 15 men. Every modern con-

venience—including a competent chaperon. The catering is exceptionally

good, and games and recreations provide the happy and essential halance

between work and play. No hetter school exists. But you can read all

about it in the special leaflet. The thing to decide is—GO ! this summer
and get some credit in your work and improve your style. Mr. P)eatty is

in command and other instructors and visitors will also go down during this

summer.
xi,

•.[f *>
1" -h •^^

Mrs. Emmanuel Hahn (nee Betty Wood) is now represented in the

National Gallery of Canada by a bronze bust of a negress. This was ex-

hibited at the R.C.A. exhibition and purchased by the National Gallery from
the spring exhibition at Ottawa.

Fellow-students feel glow of reflected glory and ofifer congratulation"^.
«•« <J' «!'^ V 5{^

Former Art Students of the College in New York now number cjuite a

few. O. D. MacNeill, past president of the Student Club, is working at

Stage Craft and the technique of theatre production ; Ruth Sweeney, his

wife, is working on "\'ogue" ; Walter Baetz and Jessie Drummer, married

recently, Walter is doing architectural modelling design; Jack Alfsen is ham-
mering away at illustration; Edith Manning at the Art Students' League;
vSekido Yoshida has been studying there also ; Arthur Smith and Lilian

Henderson, another good team, are creating a great reputation for distinc-

tive l)atiks. There are others also in the great city.
>;; :); H^

Mrs. Hammond—now Mrs. Roy Courtice—is living in Chicago—at

least she was up to a short time ago—1)ut life is uncertain—in Chicago. The
corridors still echo with her energetic heel and toe clack as she chases

recalcitrant student holders of books from the library. "Ilammy" is remem-
bered with affection.

5|: * *

Tom Stone talks of going to Paris. It is not the first time he has made
the trip. .\ few years ago Geo. Pepper, now in (Ottawa. Desmond Durst,

in New York, Lowry Warrener, he works at Sampson-Matthews now.
and 'I'om made this trij) on a cattle boat. Oh yes! and Xormaii Deans—lie

is in Xew \'ork too—and Don Philp—managing an advertising agency in

Toronto now. There must have been two trips. I'p to the time of goinj^

to press we have not got them sorted out into dilYerent groups.
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NEWS

Mr. Roy Mitchell has returned to Toronto, after a sojourn of about

a year in Sydenham, near Kingston. It is remoured that he is going to direct

several large pageants in this year of jubilee celebrations of Canadian Con-
federation.

ft

3|C ^ ^

Miss Alice McMaster, graduate 1924-25, also on the staff. Just now
she is taking a rest from duties and latest reports say that she is making
progress towards health. She is missed by the rest of the staff and stu-

dents. We hope she is able to sit up and notice this Annual.
'T' 'r- ^

There is an "Exposition de TArt Canadien" in Paris—which is creat-

ing good impressions. Most of the staff are represented therein.
:k * *

Art students have seen the Art Gallery of Toronto grow with a leap

into recognition this last year. Ever since the amazing Inaugural Exhi-
bition in February, 1926, a constant succession of interesting exhil)its, cul-

minating in an Exhibition of Modern Art and the Cizek Exhibition of

Children's Work. We hardly realize that the Art Gallery is achieving

cosmopolitan honours in thus putting us in touch with the world of Art.

We ought to make full use of it. In fact in many of the exhibitions of

Canadian Societies present and past students are very much in evidence.

Not all on the walls perhaps—the cellar is sometimes favoured with our

productions.
* * *

Mr. Haines is in Europe on a tour of inquiry and collection for the

Fine Arts section of the Canadian National Exhibition. It is an excellent

move to send a Canadian artist abroad like this, and no doubt the Art sec-

tion of the C.N.E. will be the better for his visit. He is director of the

Department of Fine Arts.
* * *

Mr. A. Y. Jackson, R.C.A., who was an instructor on the staff of the

College a year or two ago, has been i)utting in a few months in Quebec
Province. Last summer he was among the totem poles of the Western
coast. He is a great voyager, apparently. Canadian ])ainters cover the

country jiretty thoroughly.
* * *

Another instructor lately retired from the staff of the College, Mr.
Fred. H. \'arley, A.R.C.A., is in Vancouver now, instructor in drawing-
painting at the T>.C. vSchool of Art. He is proving himself, as he did here,

a valuable and inspiring teacher. Latest rej)orts say that he is in love with

the West.
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Charles Goldhamer, Diploma student 1925-26, is now a useful member
of the staff—as Treasurer of the Students' Club over a number of years he

has guarded the finances, played president and other offices and still con-

tinues his useful contributions to the Club. He is illustrating also. Mac-
Leans have taken some of his stuff. Good luck to you Charlie—we mean,

Mr. Goldhamer.
^' * *

Mr. C. W. Jefferys' exhibition of drawings and paintings, illustrating

Canadian history, was a splendid and inspiring collection. It is a pity that

such an exhibition cannot be kept intact, for it is more than history. It is

the essence of wise and patient research into Canada's historical background
by a man who has contributed hugely to the re-creation of epic subjects in

their environment.

The illustrations to the history of the United States are noteworthy

—

by a Canadian Artist. Art knows no frontiers.
* *

A pleasing occasion was the presentation recently to the principal and
Mrs. Reid, at a club supper, of a gift as a token of esteem and appreciation

of his long services to the College. It is a record of a busy life and faithful

service for nearly 50 years. Dorothy Herriman's poem, printed elsewhere in

this annual, was a splendid tribute.

Fred L. Curry
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The Mighty Pine Tree

MK^.IITY PINE: Oh mighty Pine

Thou art stahvart in structure.

Thy mighty boughs stretch forth

Their foliage in great masses,

Of Green, Yellowish Greens,

Blue Greens and Red Greens.

Yea Pine: ]^light\ Pine

Ye grow to wonderous heights.

^^our silhouette in the sunlit sky,

Looks like a giant in armour clad.

Thy mighty houghs stretching forth up into the sky,

Some of them bending downward to the earth.

"S^ea Pine: Might} Pine

Ye the king of all the trees.

Your foliage is everlasting

Both Winter and Sunnner.

Your mighty masses of foliage

Doth give shelter to man and beast.

Yea I'ine: Mighty Pine

Your beauty always existing.

Oh yes mighty IMne

King of all the trees.

Ye righteously deserve the royalty

That is bestow'd ujjon thee.

—Andrew R. IJiighcs.
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C. R. Perkin & Co.
331 Bay Street, Toronto

Distributors of

REEVES & SONS, LTD.

Artists' and Students'

Supplies

s

Oil Colors

Water Colors

Brushes, etc.
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For Art Magazines

Books, Stationery

and High Class

Smokers Supplies

SHOP AT

Harry Roher's

Book & Cigar Store

7 Bloor St. W. (near Yonge)

COLES, LTD.
Caterers and Manufacturing

Confectioners

HEAD OFFICE

719 Yonge Street

PHONE
Catering Department - Ran. 1163

Order Department - Ran. 5711

BRANCH STORES

138 Danforth

1483 Yonge St.

943 St. Clair W.
2230 Bloor W.

- Ger. 2251

- Hud. 2080

- Hill. 5020

- June. 8941

Canadian Distributors

for

Winsor & Newton's famous
and Water Colours

Oil

We carry a complete line of Artists' and
Drawing Materials

THE ART METROPOLE
36 ADELAIDE ST. WEST TORONTO

Over forty years in business
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ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO., LIMITED
Agents for

Also R.W.S. Water Colour Paper (Pure Linen) in the fol-

lowing sizes and weights:

Imperial size 22" x 30"—72 Lb., 90 Lb., 140 Lb., 300 Lb.

Double Elephant 30" x 40"— 140 Lb.

In White, Toned, Grey, Fawn.

R.W.S. ETCHING PAPER Medieval Quality.

Full stock of all above always on hand.

We are also Agents for

CAMBRIDGE ARTISTS' OIL WATER COLOURS
A permanent pure pigment upon which you can fully rely.

54 shades all absolutely reliable.

For General Artists' Supplies

Try ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO., Limited
77 YORK STREET TORONTO 2
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The Oldest Canadian

Artists' Supply
House

OR SEVENTY-SEVEN YEARS
The E. Harris Company Limited
has served the artists of Canada.

Here you will find the most complete stock

of Artists Colors, brushes, studio and field

equipment in Canada.

We are the Canadian headquarters for

many of the famous Artists' Supply
houses of England and the continent and
direct importers and distributors for the

well-known English houses of

Winsor-Newton,
Geo. Rowney & Company
Reeve & Sons
Clifford Milburn Company

and distributors of the well-

known
Prang Tempero colors

Marabout Tempero colors

Our Service Department will be glad to

assist you in obtaining any special color or

odd piece of equipment which you may
have difficulty in locating.

Call in and visit us or write.

THE R.HARRIS rOMPANY
• OF TORONTO, LIMITED •

73 KING ST. EAST TORONTO, CAN.


